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ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS FOR THE
COEFFICIENTS OF EXTREMAL QUASIMODULAR
FORMS AND A CONJECTURE OF KANEKO AND
KOIKE
PETER J. GRABNER
Abstract. Extremal quasimodular forms have been introduced
by M. Kaneko and M.Koike as as quasimodular forms which have
maximal possible order of vanishing at i∞. We show an asymptotic
formula for the Fourier coefficients of such forms. This formula is
then used to show that all but finitely many Fourier coefficients
of such forms of depth ≤ 4 are positive, which partially solves a
conjecture stated by M. Kaneko and M.Koike. Numerical experi-
ments based on constructive estimates confirm the conjecture for
weights ≤ 200 and depths between 1 and 4.
1. Introduction
The notion of “quasimodular form” was coined by M. Kaneko and
D. Zagier in [13]. Since then quasimodular forms have gained increasing
attention as they have intrinsic connections to very different fields of
mathematics and beyond. For excellent introductions to the subject
we refer to [3, 17, 21].
Quasimodular forms gained new interest since they occurred promi-
nently in the construction of certain Fourier eigenfunctions with pre-
scribed zeros. These were used in the proof that in dimensions 8 and
24 the E8 and the Leech lattice achieve the best packing (see [4, 20]),
as well as in the proof of universal optimality of these lattices (see [5]).
For a survey on the construction of such Fourier eigenfunctions we refer
to [8].
In [12] M. Kaneko and M. Koike introduced the notion of extremal
quasimodular forms. These are quasimodular forms of weight w and
depth r, which show extremal order of vanishing at z = i∞ amongst
all forms of that weight and depth. The authors conjectured certain
arithmetic properties of the Fourier coefficients of these forms for depth
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r ≤ 4. These were established in [9]; in [16] and [15] these were proved
independently for r = 1. A second part of the conjecture stated in [12]
concerned the positivity of the Fourier coefficients of extremal quasi-
modular forms. In this paper we prove that for any w and r ≤ 4 all but
possibly finitely many Fourier coefficients are positive. Using a bound
given by P. Jenkins and R. Rouse [11] we could verify the conjecture
for 1 ≤ r ≤ 4 and w ≤ 200.
2. Notation and preliminary results
In this section we collect some basic facts about modular and quasi-
modular forms.
2.1. Modular forms. The modular group Γ is the group of 2 × 2-
matrices with integer entries and determinant 1
Γ = PSL(2,Z) =
{(
a b
c d
) ∣∣∣ a, b, c, d ∈ Z, ac− bd = 1} /{±I}.
The group Γ is generated by
(1) Sz = −
1
z
Tz = z + 1,
which satisfy the relations S2 = id and (ST )3 = id. It acts on the
upper half plane H = {z ∈ C | ℑz > 0} by Mo¨bius transformation(
a b
c d
)
z =
az + b
cz + d
.
A holomorphic function f : H → C is called a weakly holomorphic
modular form of weight w, if it satisfies
(2) (cz + d)−wf
(
az + b
cz + d
)
= f(z)
for all z ∈ H and all
(
a b
c d
)
∈ Γ.
The vector space of weakly holomorphic modular forms is denoted
by M!w(Γ). This space is non-trivial only for even values of w. A form
f is called holomorphic, if
f(i∞) := lim
ℑz→+∞
f(z)
exists. The subspace Mw(Γ) of holomorphic modular forms is non-
trivial only for even w ≥ 4. Its dimension equals
dimMw(Γ) =
{⌊
w
12
⌋
for w ≡ 2 (mod 12)⌊
w
12
⌋
+ 1 otherwise.
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The most prominent examples of modular forms are the Eisenstein
series
(3) E2k(z) =
1
2ζ(2k)
∑
(m,n)∈Z\{(0,0)}
1
(mz + n)2k
for k ≥ 2, which are modular forms of weight 2k. They admit a Fourier
expansion (setting q = e2πiz as usual in this context)
(4) E2k = 1−
4k
B2k
∞∑
n=1
σ2k−1(n)q
n,
where σα(n) =
∑
d|n d
α denotes the divisor sum of order α and B2k
denote the Bernoulli numbers. The defining series (3) does not converge
for k = 1 in the given form. Nevertheless, the series (4) converges
for k ≥ 1. This entails a slightly more complicated transformation
behavior under the action of S
(5) z−2E2(Sz) = E2(z) +
6
πiz
.
Every modular form can be expressed as a polynomial in E4 and E6.
Furthermore, by the invariance under T , every holomorphic modular
form f has a Fourier expansion
f(z) =
∞∑
n=0
af (n)e
2πnz =
∞∑
n=0
af (n)q
n.
In the sequel we will follow the convention to freely switch between
dependence on z and q.
A holomorphic form f is called a cusp form, if f(i∞) = 0. The
prototypical example of a cusp form is
(6) ∆ =
1
1728
(
E34 − E
2
6
)
.
The space of cusp forms is denoted by Sw(Γ). Since we only deal with
modular forms for the full modular group Γ, we will omit reference to
the group in the sequel.
For a detailed introduction to the theory of modular forms we refer
to [1, 2, 7, 10, 14, 18, 19].
2.2. Quasimodular forms. The vector space of quasimodular forms
of weight w and depth ≤ r is given by
(7) QMrw =
r⊕
ℓ=0
Eℓ2Mw−2ℓ.
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Quasimodular forms occur naturally as derivatives of modular forms
(see [3, 17, 21]). This aspect will be used and elaborated later.
Throughout this paper we use the notation
Df =
1
2πi
df
dz
= q
df
dq
.
Higher derivatives are always expressed as powers of D. Upper indices
will never denote derivatives.
With this notation Ramanujan’s identities read
DE2 =
1
12
(
E22 − E4
)
DE4 =
1
3
(E2E4 − E6)
DE6 =
1
2
(
E2E6 − E
2
4
)
D∆ = E2∆.
(8)
These give rise to the definition of the Ramanujan-Serre derivative
∂wf = Df −
w
12
E2f,
where w is (related to) the weight of f . We will use the product rule
∂w1+w2(fg) = (∂w1f) g + f (∂w2g)
and also make frequent use of the following immediate consequences of
(8)
∂1E2 = −
1
12
E4
∂4E4 = −
1
3
E6
∂6E6 = −
1
2
E24
∂12∆ = 0.
(9)
From the second and third equation together with the fact that every
holomorphic form is a polynomial in E4 and E6, it follows immediately
that for a form f ∈Mw we have ∂wf ∈Mw+2, and for f ∈ Sw we have
∂wf ∈ Sw+2.
We set
QSrw =
r⊕
ℓ=0
Eℓ2Sw−2ℓ = ∆QM
r
w−12
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for the space of quasimodular forms with cusp form coefficients for
all powers of E2. For the spaces of quasimodular forms we have the
alternative descriptions as
(10) QMrw =
r⊕
ℓ=0
DℓMw−2ℓ
and
(11) QSrw =
r⊕
ℓ=0
DℓSw−2ℓ.
The second decomposition follows from (8). The direct sum in (10) can
be further refined as
QMrw = QS
r
w ⊕
r⊕
ℓ=0
CDℓEw−2ℓ,
see for instance [3, Proposition 14.3].
We set
(12) QErw = QM
r
w/QS
r
w
the “Eisenstein space”. We write f for f + QSrw. Notice that this
notation implicitly depends on w and r. Then D maps QErw to QE
r+1
w+2.
Similarly, ∂w−r maps QE
r
w to QE
r
w+2 by [9, Lemma 2.2]. Notice that it
makes sense to define f(i∞) for f ∈ QErw. Thus we can define
Q
0
Erw = {f ∈ QE
r
w | f(i∞) = 0}.
Then for w ≥ 2r + 4
{DℓEw−2ℓ | ℓ = 0, . . . , r}
is a basis of QErw, and
{DℓEw−2ℓ | ℓ = 1, . . . , r}
is a basis of Q
0
Erw.
Consider the forms
(13) f (k)w =
k∑
ℓ=0
(−1)ℓ
(
k
ℓ
)
Ew−2ℓE
ℓ
2,
where we omit the term for w−2ℓ = 2, which only occurs if w ≤ 2k+2.
Then we have for k = 0, . . . , r and w ≥ 2r + 2
(14) ∂w−rf
(k)
w = −
w − r
12
f
(k)
w+2 −
r − k
12
f
(k+1)
w+2 .
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We also have for w ≥ 4
(15) DkEw = (−1)
k (w)k
12k
f
(k)
w+2k,
which can be proved by induction using (14). Furthermore, we have
(16) Evf
(k)
w = f
(k)
w+v
for w ≥ 2k + 4 and v ≥ 4, which follows from
EvEw = Ev+w
valid for w, v ≥ 4 and even.
Proposition 1. Let g ∈ QSrw be given by its Fourier expansion
g(z) =
∞∑
n=1
a(n)qn.
Then a(n) = O(n
w−1
2 σ0(n)).
Proof. Let g first be in DℓSw−2ℓ for some ℓ ≥ 0. Then g is the ℓ-th
derivative of a cusp form G ∈ Sw−2ℓ. By Deligne’s estimate [6] the
Fourier coefficients of G are bounded by O(n
w−1
2
−ℓσ0(n)). The effect
of ℓ-fold derivation is multiplication with nℓ, which gives the desired
estimate for this special case. Since the same estimate holds for all
spaces in the direct sum (11), it holds for every g in QSrw. 
Proposition 2. Let f
(k)
w be the form given by (13) and let
f (k)w = δk,0 +
∞∑
n=1
a(k)w (n)q
n
be its Fourier expansion. Then the asymptotic expansion
(17) a(k)w (n) =


− 2w
Bw
σw−1(n) for k = 0
(−1)k+1 2·12
k
(w−2k+1)k−1Bw−2k
nkσw−2k−1(n)
+O
(
n
w−1
2 σ0(n)
)
for k > 0
holds.
Proof. The case k = 0 is just the Fourier expansion of the Eisenstein
series given in (3). For k > 0 we use (16) to obtain
f (k)w = (−1)
k 12
k
(w − 2k)k
DkEw−2k +∆g
(k)
w−12,
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where g
(k)
w−12 ∈ QM
(k)
w−12. The Fourier coefficient of the right hand side
is then the expression given in (17); the Fourier coefficient of ∆g
(k)
w−12
is estimated using Proposition 1. 
We recall the dimension formulas for the spaces QMrw for 1 ≤ r ≤ 4:
dimQM1w =
⌊w
6
⌋
+ 1
dimQM2w =
⌊w
4
⌋
+ 1
dimQM3w =
⌊w
3
⌋
+ 1
dimQM4w =
{⌊
5w
12
⌋
if w ≡ 10 (mod 12)⌊
5w
12
⌋
+ 1 otherwise.
(18)
3. Extremal quasimodular forms
The notion of extremal quasimodular form was introduced in [12].
They are defined as quasimodular forms achieving the maximal possible
order of vanishing at z = i∞ for given weight w and depth r. It
follows from a simple dimension argument that the order of vanishing
dimQMrw − 1 can be achieved. In [9] it was shown that for r ≤ 4 this
is actually the precise order of vanishing for such forms.
In [12] differential equations satisfied by extremal quasimodular forms
are found for r = 1 and = 2. Furthermore, two conjectures about these
forms for r ≤ 4 are stated:
• if the first non-zero Fourier coefficient of the extremal quasi-
modular form equals 1 (the form is called normalised then),
the denominators of all Fourier coefficients are then devisible
only by primes less than the weight.
• if the first non-zero Fourier coefficient of the extremal quasimod-
ular form is positive, then all Fourier coefficients are positive.
The first conjecture has been proved for r = 1 in [16] and [15]. It has
been proved in full generality for 1 ≤ r ≤ 4 in [9].
In the course of the following section we will prove the following
theorem, which partially settles the second conjecture.
Theorem 1. Let g
(r)
w be a normalised extremal quasimodular form of
weight w and depth r ≤ 4. Then all but possibly finitely many Fourier
coefficients are positive.
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4. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 will be done separately for the values of the
depth parameter r. We will make frequent use of recursive relations for
extremal quasimodular forms derived in [9]. Notice that by definition
an extremal quasimodular form is in Q
0
E
(r)
w ⊕QS
(r)
w .
The proofs follow the general scheme
• express the form g
(r)
w in terms of a linear recurrence obtained
in [9]
• use this recurrence to obtain a linear recurrence for the coeffi-
cients of f
(ℓ)
w (ℓ = 1, . . . , r) in the decomposition of g
(r)
w
• rewrite this decomposition in terms of DℓEw−2ℓ and observe the
positivity of the main term originating from DEw−2.
4.1. Depth 1. Using [9, Proposition 6.1] we define a sequence of quasi-
modular forms by
g
(1)
6 = E2E4 −E6 = −f
(1)
6 = 3DE4
g
(1)
w+6 = E4∂w−1g
(1)
w −
w + 1
12
E6g
(1)
w
g
(1)
w+2 =
12
w − 1
∂w−1g
(1)
w
g
(1)
w+4 = E4g
(1)
w
(19)
for w ≡ 0 (mod 6). These forms are then extremal quasimodular forms
of weight w and depth 1 with positive coefficient of the first non van-
ishing term of its Fourier expansion. We omit the normalising factor
occurring in [9, Proposition 6.1].
Using (15) we find
g
(1)
w = Cwf
(1)
w .
Insering this into (19) gives
g
(1)
w+6 = −
w
6
Cwf
(1)
w+6,
from which we derive
Cw = (−1)
w/6
(w
6
− 1
)
!.
Together this gives
g
(1)
6k = (−1)
k−16(k − 1)!
3k − 1
DE6k−2.
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Again applying [9, Proposition 6.1] we obtain
g
(1)
6k+2 =
12
6k − 1
∂6k−1g6k = (−1)
k 2(k − 1)!
k
DE6k
and
g
(1)
6k+4 = E4g6k = (−1)
k−16(k − 1)!
3k + 1
DE6k+2,
which gives
(20) g
(1)
w = (−1)
w
2
−112
(
⌊w
6
⌋ − 1
)
!
w − 2
DEw−2.
The Fourier coefficients of g
(1)
w are then given by
24
(
⌊w
6
⌋ − 1
)
!
|Bw−2|
nσw−3(n) +O
(
n
w−1
2 σ0(n)
)
.
Notice that the first term is of order nw−2. Thus we have proved The-
orem 1 for r = 1.
4.2. Depth 2. Using [9, Proposition 6.2] we define a sequence of quasi-
modular forms by
g
(2)
4 = E4 − E
2
2 = −12DE2 = 2f
(1)
4 − f
(2)
4
g
(2)
w+4 = w(w + 1)E4g
(2)
w − 36∂
2
w−2g
(2)
w
g
(2)
w+2 =
12
w − 2
∂w−2g
(2)
w
(21)
for w ≡ 0 (mod 4). The form g
(2)
w is then an extremal quasimodular
form of weight w and depth 2 with positive coefficient of the first non
vanishing term in its Fourier expansion.
We make the ansatz
g
(2)
4k = a4kf
(1)
4k + b4kf
(2)
4k
with a4 = 2 and b4 = −1. Inserting (14) into the recurrence (21) then
gives (
aw+4
bw+4
)
=
(
3
4
w(w + 2) 0
−w−1
2
3
4
w(w + 2)
)(
aw
bw
)
.
This recurrence has the solutions
a4k = 2 · 3
k−1(2k − 1)!
b4k = −3
k(2k − 1)!
(
1
3
+
k−1∑
ℓ=1
4ℓ− 1
18ℓ(2ℓ+ 1)
)
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and
a4k+2 = −2 · 3
k−1(2k − 1)!
b4k+2 = 3
k(2k − 1)!
(
1
3
+
k−1∑
ℓ=1
4ℓ− 1
18ℓ(2ℓ+ 1)
−
1
3(2k − 1)
)
.
Thus we have
gw = −
12
w − 2
awDEw−2 +
144
(w − 4)(w − 3)
bwD2Ew−4,
from which we derive that the n-th Fourier coefficient of g
(2)
w is
24|aw|
|Bw−2|
nσw−3(n)−
288|bw|
(w − 3)|Bw−4|
n2σw−5(n) +O(n
w−1
2 σ0(n)).
Notice that the first term is asymptotically dominating and positive,
whereas the second term is negative. This proves Theorem 1 for r = 2.
4.3. Depth 3. Using [9, Proposition 6.3] we define a sequence of quasi-
modular forms by
g
(3)
6 = 5E
3
2 − 3E2E4 − 2E6 = −12f
(1)
6 + 15f
(2)
6 − 5f
(3)
6
g
(3)
w+6 = 48(7w
2 + 42w + 60)∂3w−3g
(3)
w
− (15w4 + 96w3 + 151w2 − 30w − 116)E4∂w−3g
(3)
w
−
1
6
(w + 1)(9w4 + 45w3 + 40w2 + 24w + 144)E6g
(3)
w
g
(3)
w+2 = ∂w−3g
(3)
w
g
(3)
w+4 = (w + 1)(3w + 1)E4g
(3)
w − 48∂
2
w−3g
(3)
w
(22)
for w ≡ 0 (mod 6). These forms are then extremal quasimodular forms
of weight w and depth 3 with positive coefficient of the first non van-
ishing term of its Fourier expansion.
We make the ansatz
g
(3)
6k = a6kf
(1)
6k + b6kf
(2)
6k + c6kf
(3)
6k
with a6 = −12, b6 = 15, and c6 = −5. This gives the recurrence
aw+6bw+6
cw+6


=

 − 49w(w+2)(w+3)2(w+4) 0 02
9 (w+3)(6w3+33w2+34w−24) − 49w(w+2)(w+3)2(w+4) 0
−
1
6 (w−1)(7w2+42w+60) 19 (w+3)(6w3+33w2+34w−24) − 49w(w+2)(w+3)2(w+4)



awbw
cw

 .
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Notice that this recurrence implies that (−1)ka6k, (−1)
k−1b6k, and
(−1)kc6k are positive for all k ≥ 1.
Together with (15) this gives
|aw|
24
|Bw−2|
nσw−3(n)− |bw|
288
(w − 3)|Bw−4|
n2σw−5(n)
+ |cw|
3456
(w − 4)(w − 5)|Bw−6|
n3σw−7(n) +O(n
w−1
2 σ0(n)),
where we have kept track of the sign changes of the coefficients aw, bw,
and cw, as well as of the Bernoulli numbers, to make the signs of the
corresponding terms obvious. The first term is of order nw−2 and thus
dominates the other terms. This implies the assertion of Theorem 1
for r = 3.
4.4. Depth 4. Using [9, Proposition 6.4] we define a sequence of quasi-
modular forms by
g
(4)
12 = 13025E
3
4 − 12796E
2
6 + 3852E2E4E6 − 2706E
2
2E
2
4
+ 27500E32E6 − 28875E
4
2E4
= 34560f
(1)
12 − 93456f
(2)
12 + 88000f
(3)
12 − 28875f
(4)
12 −
15377966208
691
∆
g
(4)
w+12 = −p0(w)E4∂
4
w−4g
(4)
w +
(w + 4)4
12
p1(w)E6∂
3
w−4g
(4)
w
+
1
720
p2(w)E
2
4∂
2
w−4g
(4)
w +
1
8640
p3(w)E4E6∂w−4g
(4)
w
+
(
w + 1
25920
p4(w)E
3
4 +
(w + 1)(w + 4)4
15
p5(w)∆
)
g(4)w
g
(4)
w+2 = ∂w−4g
(4)
w
g
(4)
w+4 = (w + 1)(2w + 1)E4g
(4)
w − 18∂
2
w−4g
(4)
w
g
(4)
w+6 =(17w2+78w+90)∂3w−4g
(4)
w −
1
144(191w
4+1008w3+1504w2+192w−576)E4∂w−4g(4)w
− 1
432
(w+1)(81w4+376w3+560w2+528w+576)E6g(4)w
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g
(4)
w+8 =−(1313w6+28678w5+255122w4+1183008w3+3016512w2+4012416w+2177280)∂4w−4g
(4)
w
+ 1
144
(
13423w8+295800w7+2645368w6+12166080w5+29311504w4+29020416w3−15653376w2
−56692224w−33094656
)
E4∂2w−4g
(4)
w
+ 1
432
(
6561w9+136994w8+1139536w7+4759344w6+10294016w5+11541472w4+14671104w3
+41398272w2+63016704w+31974912
)
E6∂w−4g
(4)
w
+ 1
2592
(w+1)
(
2048w9+38685w8+287792w7+1130616w6+3110288w5+8497968w4
+18484992w3+14141952w2−20570112w−30855168
)
E24g
(4)
w
gw+10 =(293w4+4332w3+22968w2+51192w+40824)E4∂3w−4g
(4)
w
− 4
3(w5+15w4+90w3+270w2+405w+243)E6∂2w−4g
(4)
w
− 1
144(3311w6+51234w5+291550w4+731040w3+717696w2−2592w−256608)E24∂w−4g
(4)
w
− 1
432
(w+1)(1313w6+19430w5+104354w4+251616w3+310464w2+300672w+248832)E4E6g(4)w
for w ≡ 0 (mod 12). These forms are then extremal quasimodular
forms of weight w and depth 4 with positive coefficient of the first non
vanishing term of its Fourier expansion. The polynomials p0, . . . , p5 are
given by
p0(w) =53567w14+4499628w13+173318340w12+4055616864w11+64374205218w10
+732790207224w9+6165100658404w8+38914973459904w7+185044363180416w6
+659055640624128w5+1729058937394176w4+3237068849283072w3
+4084118362128384w2+3105388005949440w+1072718335180800
p1(w) =21257w11+1465884w10+45186990w9+821051740w8+9759703548w7
+79588527156w6+453687847200w5+1804779218520w4+4900200364800w3
+8628400143360w2+8845395333120w+3990767616000
p2(w) =2662740w16+224120550w15+8648003840w14+202621853220w13
+3217542322665w12+36586266504480w11+306658234963680w10+
1919356528986240w9+8970889439482816w8+30866477857195008w7
+75319919247624192w6+118664936756305920w5+83296021547483136w4
−82769401579438080w3−258790551639293952w2−245119018746249216w
−86822757140004864
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p3(w) =4272785w17+351970350w16+13234823080w15+300533087760w14
+4592608729932w13+49787752253076w12+392868254956864w11
+2274866661846720w10+9597118952486912w9+28789901067644544w8
+58741997991303168w7+79017091035181056w6+100071999240486912w5
+278562611915587584w4+779359222970449920w3+1260737947219525632w2
+1054463073573666816w+355736061701259264
p4(w) =517135w17+40772970w16+1455719580w15+31076826800w14+441034824168w13
+4375275488634w12+31084796008256w11+160090786631040w10+608772267089664w9
+1834128793979392w8+5229385586024448w7+15775977503047680w6
+40287913631023104w5+57115900062203904w4−19258645489385472w3
−224285038806564864w2−343616934723452928w−182090547421249536
p5(w) =531441w13+36690686w12+1133566168w11+20680195920w10+247548700336w9
+2043291298652w8+11897624359104w7+49185666453888w6+143692776009216w5
+293687697411072w4+418695721574400w3+426532499288064w2
+316421756411904w+135523565862912.
As before we make the ansatz
g
(4)
w = awf
(1)
w + bwf
(2)
w + cwf
(3)
w + dwf
(4)
w ,
which gives a recurrence


a12(k+1)
b12(k+1)
c12(k+1)
d12(k+1)

 =


λk 0 0 0
−∗ λk 0 0
+∗ −∗ λk 0
−∗ +∗ −∗ λk




a12k
b12k
c12k
d12k

 ,
where λk is a polynomial of degree 18, which factors into rational linear
factors and ±∗ denotes positive/negative entries. This together with
the signs of the initial values a12 = 34560, b12 = −93456, c12 = 88000,
and d12 = −28875 shows that a12k, −b12k, c12k, and −d12k are all posi-
tive. From this it follows that (−1)⌊
w
2
⌋aw, (−1)
⌊w
2
⌋+1bw, (−1)
⌊w
2
⌋cw, and
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(−1)⌊
w
2
⌋+1dw are positive. Finally, this gives the asymptotic formula
24|aw|
|Bw−2|
nσw−3(n)−
288|bw|
(w − 3)|Bw−4
n2σw−5(n)
+
3456|cw|
(w − 4)(w − 5)|Bw−6|
n3σw−7(n)
−
41472|dw|
(w − 5)(w − 6)(w − 7)|Bw−8|
n4σw−9(n) +O
(
n
w−1
2 σ0(n)
)
for the coefficients of g
(4)
w , which implies the theorem for r = 4.
5. Numerical experiments
In [11] an explicit bound for the Fourier coefficients of cusp forms
has been derived.
Theorem 2 (Theorem 1 in [11]). Let
G(z) =
∞∑
n=1
g(n)qn
be a cusp form of weight w. Then
|g(n)| ≤
√
logw
(
11
√√√√ ℓ∑
m=1
|g(m)|2
mw−1
+
e18.72(41.41)w/2
w(w−1)/2
∣∣∣∣∣
ℓ∑
m=1
g(m)e−7.288m
∣∣∣∣∣
)
n
w−1
2 σ0(n),
(23)
where ℓ is the dimension of the space of cusp forms of weight w.
For an application of this theorem we write an extremal quasimod-
ular form of depth r as
(24) g(r)w =
r∑
ℓ=1
cℓD
ℓEw−2ℓ +
r∑
ℓ=0
Dℓαw−ℓ,
where c1, . . . , cr are the coefficients computed in Sections 4.1 to 4.4 for
the according values of r, and αw−2r, . . . , αw are cusp forms of weights
w − 2r, . . . , w.
Theorem 2 can then be applied to the forms αw−2ℓ (ℓ = 0, . . . , r) to
derive bounds of the form Cℓn
w−1
2 σ0(n) for the Fourier coefficients of the
forms Dℓαw−2ℓ. This gives the bound (C0+ · · ·+Cr)n
w−1
2 σ0(n) for the
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Fourier coefficient of the second sum in (24). The Fourier coefficients
of the terms in the first sum are
cℓ
2(w − 2ℓ)
Bw−2ℓ
nℓσw−2ℓ−1(n).
For these we use the bounds
nw−2ℓ−1 ≤ σw−2ℓ−1(n) ≤ ζ(w − 2ℓ− 1)n
w−2ℓ−1
to derive an explicit lower bound for the Fourier coefficients of g
(r)
w .
This bound is positive for n ≥ N0 for an explicitly computable value
N0. For the remaining finitely many Fourier coefficients positivity can
be checked with the help of a computer. We have performed these
computations for 1 ≤ r ≤ 4 and w ≤ 200.
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